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The Approximate Solution of Volterra 
Integral Equations 
A. G. PETSOULAS 
Huffstutler and Stein and I-ecently Bacopoulos and Kartsatos have dealt with 
the problem of best approximation by polynomialr of the solutions of nonlinear 
differential equations. The purpose of the present paper is to generalize their 
results and to show that they can be established under a weaker set of conditions. 
We consider Lhe best approximation by polynomials of the solutions on 
[0, I] of the Volterra integral equation 
as it is stated in [l] and [2]. The func1ions.f: /z are defined and continuous on 
[0, I] x [0, I] x 58, [0, I]. respectively. Suppose that there exists a unique 
solution x(l) of (I) defined on [0, I]. On C[O, I] we consider the norm 
Let17, be the set of all polynomials P,, of degree less than or equal to II which 
satisfy the condition PJO) = /I(O), and put ~~~ = infPEITn ‘I L(x) -- L(P)j~ , 
I? :y 1, 2..... We examine iT there exist polynomials P,, t 17, such that 
CLn ~ L(x) --- UP,,)~, and Ilm Y,L mm= .Y, uniformly on [0, I]. II j - 
The results obtained in this paper contain as special cases those of 111 and 
[2]. It is also to be noted that some of the conditions in [2] are not necessary. 
1. PKELIMIhWlbS 
Let I G R be an interval with left endpoint zero. If x is a real continuous 
function defined on 1, then the operator Q : I :-’ x t C[~ 1, 0] is defined by 
(Qt.d(@ s(t( 1 L B)), tl E [--I, 01, t i I. 
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Let g: Z x C[-1, 0] + R andf: Z x C[-I, 0] --f IR be continuous functions. 
A hereditary differential equation is a relation of the form 
where 
(t, p) E U. We say that a continuous function g : U + li2 is nonatomic at zero 
if for every (t, 93) E U there exist s, = s,(t, q) > 0, p0 = p&t, ~JJ) continuous 
and ~>(t, F, p, s) nondecreasing in p, s and continuous such that 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
THEOREM 1. We consider a solution x(l) qf the Eq. (I) 017 [0, 11. If the 
function 
git, cp) : t J” f(t, t( 1 + e), F(Q)) LIB, t E [O, I], y’ t C[-I, O] 
-1 
is nonatomic at zero, then there exist an integer no .> 0 and P, E Ii?,, such that 
and Cm,,, P, = x, uniformly on [0, I]. 
The proof of this Theorem requires the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. We consider the integral equations 
i C’rJ -4t> = fL.fn(t, $7 4s)) ds + h(t), I7 = 1, 2,..., 
‘0 
where ,f,L : [0, l] X [0, I] X R --f R, I?, : [0, I] -+ R are continuous jiinctions 
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such that lim,,,f, -~ fO , lim,,, 12, z :- 17, , ufziJornzly of2 [0, I] :: [0, I] i; R, 
[0, 11, respectively. Zf 
and g, is nonatornic at zero, then there exist mz integer 7zu ;; 0 and solutiol7s 
x, qf( V,) 012 [0, I], i7 >: t7” such tl7at lim ni;c .GL x,) , wzz~bmzly 011 [0, I]. 
Proof: From what it is stated in [4, p. 671, the nonatomic property at 
zero of g,, implies uniqueness of the solutions of (V,) and the hereditary 
equations 
Wn) ;- (s(t) -- g,(t, Q,s)) = 0 
s(0) = /7,,(O), 77 =-_ 0. I:... 
are equivalent to the integral equations 
i, c’n) s(t) :: ifj&. .s, x(s)) tls -~;- h,<(t), I7 = 0, I.... 
00 
Thus, the existence of solutions X, of (Vn) with lim s, =- x,, , uniformly on 
[0, l] follows from the existence of solutions x,, of (H,,) with lim,,, AA, x,, . 
uniformly on [0, 11. 
On the other hand, by Theorem 6.2 in [4], there exists a sequence x, of 
solutions of (IS,) which converges uniformly on [0, l] if 
(i) lim,,, gn = go , uniformly on closed and bounded subsets of 
KJ, 11 x C[--l, 01; 
(ii) g, , 12 = 0, l,... are compact: 
(iii) go is nonatomic at zero; and 
(iv) g, is uniformly continuous on closed and bounded subsets of 
[O, l] x C[-1, 01. 
It is clear that all these conditions are satisfied and this completes the proof 
of the lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Let x be a solutiorz of the Eq. (1) on [0, I]. If tlze function 
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is nonatomic at zero and there exist Q, E II, such that 
then Qn converges uniformly to the solution x on [0, 11. 
Proof. We prove first that lim,,, L(Q,,) = L(X), uniformly on [0, 11. In 
fact, according to Weierstrass theorem there exist polynomials S,, E II,, , 
,7 --: ] ? , I.... such that 
lim S, = s, n-rm uniformly on [0, I]. 
On the other hand we have 
!, I.(.\-) ~ UQJ 
5’; p,, -;- E, < 8; L(s) ~ L(S,)ll + E, 
= 1~ s(t) -t ii f(f, s, x(s)) u’s - S,(t) - /,“.f(t, s, S,(s)) t/s pi + c,, 
‘0 
-. I 1~ A- - S,‘ I/ + ~’ if fit, s, x(s)) ds - yf(t, s, S,(s)) cls !’ + E,. 
“0 -0 
Thus, by (2) and (3), we obtain 
(3) 
jj% 11 L(X) - UQn) i = 0. (4) 
We show next that lim,,,, Qll = x, uniformly on [0, I]. If we put 
w,,(t) -= x(f) - QrL(t) and k,(t) = L(x(t)) - L(QJt)), t E [0, 11, n == 1, 2,...; 
then 
k,(t) = L@(t)) - L(Qn(t)) = L(s(t)) - L(x(t) - wn(t)) 
= x(t) + /o’.fk s, x(s)) fis 
= wn(t) f iL.f(t: s, x(s)) ds - [I.f(r, s, x(s) - wn(s)) N!F. 
‘0 ‘0 
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Therefore, the functions W, are solutions of the equations 
(V,) w(t) == I,: ,f( t, s, s(s) -- w(s)) ds - Jij(t3 s, x(s)) c/s -,- k,(t), 
0 
i2 1. 2,... . 
From (4) we obtain limnYm k, -= 0, uniformly on [0, I]. On the other 
hand the solution of the equation 
( V”) w(t) = it f(t, s, X(S) --- W(S)) ds - /“,f(t, ,s, .x-(s)) C/S 
-” - II 
is w = 0 on [0, I]. Thus, by Lemma 1, the sequence IV,, of the solutions of 
(V,) converges uniformly to the solution II’ :-- 0 of (V,). Hence, 
lim,,,, Qn ~~ X, uniformly on [0, 11. 
LEMMA 3. lfx(t), t E [0, l] is a solution of(l) und minpEfljz 1; L(x) - L(P)iI 
does not exist, then there exists an unbounded sequence QsSn E II,; , n :-: 1. 2.... 
such that lim,,, 11 L(x) - L(Q,,,,)ii L= pk. 
Proof. Since pk = inf,,,& // L(x) -L(P)II, there exists Qk,n ~11,) II ~~~ 1, 2,... 
such that 
The sequence Qr;,% , II =~= 1, 2 ,... is unbounded because, in contrary, we have 
Qo 3 n = 1, 2,... bounded and consequently Jif(t, s, Q&s)) ds, n L-. 1, 2,... 
is equicontinuous. Also, by (5), the sequence L(Q*,,), n = 1, 2,... is 
equicontinuous on [0, 11. From these and since 
we have that Qk,n , II = 1, 2 ,,.. is equicontinuous on [0, l] and consequently 
there exists a subsequence Qk,An such that lim,,, Qk,An = P,, E Ilk . 
Thus, by (5), 
pr = lim,,, II WI - UQ~c,d = Ii L(X) - WdII , 
which is a contradition. 
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Proof oj’ Theorem 1. If the first result of the Theorem does not hold, 
then there exists an increasing sequence An of integers such that 
min /, L(s) - L(P):, 
P~“Aln,, 
does not exist. Thus, by Lemma 3, for every hn there exist QAn ~~~~~ , which 
satisfy the relations 
il U.4 - -W&>rl G hn + (llhr2) (6) 
I/ Q,% 11 >> hII, I7 = 1, 2,.... (7) 
From (6) and Lemma 2 we obtain lim,,, Q,n = X, uniformly on [0, 11, 
which is a contradiction to (7). 
Now, since there exist an integer n, :a 0 and P, E II, such that 
i/ L(x) - L(P,)ii -= niin I/ L(X) - L(P)i, = pLn , I1 2 no ) 
PEfl,, 
by Lemma 2, we have 
lim P, = x, uniformly on [0, I]. 
n-50 
COROLLARY 1. Let the function f in (1) be such that 
1 f(t, s, 21) - f(t, s, v)l < A F [ Uk - uk 1, 
I;=1 
(t. s, u, v) E [O, I] x [O, I] x R 
where A is a positive constant. Then there exist an integer n ,> n, and P, E fl,, 
such that 
and 
i/ L(x) - L(P,)II = zil II L(x) - L(P)II, n >, n, 
R 
lim P, = x, 
n+m 
unifbr~nly 011 [0, 11. 
Proof. The function 
dt, p> = t j-O At, t(l + @, y(R) do, tE[O,ll, yEC[-l,Ol -1 
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is nonatomic at zero since 
for any (t, c,) E [0, I] v C[ ~ 1, 0] and $I E S( t. q~, ,LL, s). Hence. this Corollary 
follows from Theorem I. 
By the same idea as in the proof of Theorem 1 we can prove the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Let x(t), t E [0, l] be a solution of the initial value problrr?I 
m M(x) x: x’ + F(t, s) =L G(t) 
x(O) --z a, 
where F: [0, 11 x R-+R, G: [O,l]+R are contit7uous ,functions ad 
a E R. Ifg(t, cp) 1: t co F(t(l -1- @, ~(0)) do, t E [O, 11, ‘/5 E C[-- I, O] 
1 
is nonatomic at zero, then there exist an integer n, 1‘. 0 and P, EII,* (flT1* is 
the set qf all polynomials qf degree less than or equal to n with n,*(O) = a) 
suc11 that 
(j-l1 M(.u(t)) - WP,(t))l’ dt)‘.” 
:: 11 M(s) - M(P,,),j, = ;Ti ,j M(s) - M(P)~‘p , n -3 no (p 3 1) 
c I, * 
and 
lim P, = .Y, un~forI77Iy on [0, 11. 
n i-i 
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COROLLARY 2. Let x(t), t E [0, I] be a solution oj’the initial value problem 
(II). If the ftmction F satisfies the condition 
i F(r. u) - F(t, 2:): < A f / LLJc - ck 1) (t, Ii, v) E [O, l] x R .x R, 
L-1 
where A is a positive constant, then the result of Theorem 2 holds. 
Remark. From the above corollary it is obvious that the theorems in [l] 
as well as the theorem in [2] are special cases of Theorem 2. Also, the 
conditions on the constant A in [2] can be omitted. 
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